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Dear customers, dear readers
I'm particularly pleased to be able to bring you several topics from the world
of power sports in this issue. Interestingly, we look ahead to the future and
back to the past in equal measure.
Our retrospective on the vanished MZ brand with all of its highlights and
history is a journey into the past. Once before, during his active days as

www.motorex.com/OILFINDER

head of the Kalli racing team, I had the privilege of sitting with Michael
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advanced technology for the times on display. I remember transmissions
with layshafts, eight-speed gear shifts, resonance mufflers and the exciting story of the MZ racing department. At an on-site visit in Zschopau with

PARTNER
18	
ECOSYNT distributor G. Hadrian,
Passau, Germany

him and Harald Sturm we got the opportunity to briefly tour the old MZ
plant – a typical "lost place," as they're so aptly called on TV. In its day,
though, it was home to some advanced technology, like a dedicated sustain-
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Raschemann among the treasures of his collection, admiring the incredibly
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S
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able hydroelectric power supply and zero-emission electric lift trucks. Solutions we still regard as innovative today.
We take an emblematic look at the present and at prospects for the future
with the upcoming start of the Northern Talent Cup's second season. Here
and at the Austrian Junior Cup in Austria, MOTOREX supports promising
young talent on the competitors' journey into the world of Grand Prix sport.
The latest results from the Moto3 class in the 2021 season show how suc-

24	All-round firearm care with
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cessful the young talent program can be. Rookie Pedro Acosta (Spain) took
the podium twice, including once as winner after starting from the pit lane
and overtaking the entire field.
Wishing you an interesting read,
Yours truly,
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MOTOREX IN THE

NEWS
 OP-QUALITY HIGHT
PERFORMANCE MOTOR OILS
LOWER FUEL CONSUMPTION
AND EMISSIONS
MEET A WIDE RANGE OF
SPECIFICATIONS
FOR GASOLINE AND
DIESEL ENGINES
A LSO FOR CNG, LPG AND
HYBRID VEHICLES

SUPERIOR VISCOSITY BEHAVIOR
LOW POUR POINT
C OMPATIBLE WITH PLASTICS
AND SEALANTS
LOW FOAM
RECYCLED PET CONTAINERS

HYDRAULIC MULTITASKING
WITH MOTOREX AHF 22 M

IDEAL FOR YOUR SHOP
RESEALABLE
DISPENSER INCLUDED
OPTIMUM RESIDUE DRAINING

NOW AVAILABLE IN
5-L REPET CONTAINERS:
MOTOREX ADBLUE®
ADBLUE® with SCR technology reduces harmful
nitrogen oxides in diesel vehicle exhaust gases. The
high-purity 32.5 % urea solution is now available in a
practical recycled PET container. The 5-liter RePET
canister is made of material from the recycling stream
and has an excellent sustainability profile. The innovative packaging solution complements the existing
MOTOREX ADBLUE® range. Designed to meet needs
flexibly, the product is available in K3 format (3 × 5 liters
per box). Your MOTOREX representative will be glad to
provide more information.

INNOVATIVE HIGH-END MOTOR OILS
Car manufacturers are building high tech into their performance

viscosity class. It is ideal for ACEA C5 gasoline and diesel engines

models wherever you look. With downsizing, even low-displace-

and meets the current API SP and ILSAC GF-6A standards. Full

MOTOREX AHF 22 M synthetic hydraulic fluid was developed

ment engines can generate hundreds of kilowatts of power. To

synthetic XPERIENCE FS-P SAE 0W/40 high-lubricity motor oil

especially for the stringent technical requirements and wide range

help these masterpieces of engineering show their stuff on the

was specially developed by MOTOREX for sporty ACEA C3 gaso-

of uses in automotive applications. It is superbly suited for use in

road over the long haul, MOTOREX has developed two top-quality

line engines. Both guarantee excellent protection against wear

power steering systems, level regulation systems, shock absorbers,

high-lubricity motor oils: MOTOREX CONCEPT E-XL is a full

with improved fuel efficiency and lower emissions. They meet a

hydraulic clutches and transmissions such as DSGs, electro-

synthetic high-lubricity engine oil of the innovative SAE 0W/20

wide range of specifications.

hydraulic roof systems, and much more. The hydraulic fluid is ideal
for use in combination with electronic components. With its extremely high viscosity index, above 300, systems are guaranteed
to function flawlessly even in extreme cold or heat. The Active
Hydraulic Fluid (AHF) also offers outstanding protection against
wear, aging, and corrosion. MOTOREX AHF 22 M meets a large
number of requirements/classifications, making it exceptionally
versatile. The multitalented vehicle hydraulic fluid will be available starting in the summer of 2021 in one-liter containers.

AMBITIOUS:
TRIAL GEAR
OIL SAE 75W

D
 EVELOPED WITH GASGAS
P
 RECISE CLUTCH ENGAGEMENT EVEN
UNDER CONTINUOUS LOADS
F
 ULL SYNTHETIC API GL-4 FORMULA
L
 ONG-LASTING CLUTCH AND GEAR
LUBRICATION AND PROTECTION

Trial riders are true balance and climbing artists on two wheels. On their light, high-torque
EFFECTIVELY DISINFECTS

NO MARKING

ALCOHOL-FREE = NON-FLAMMABLE

GENTLE ON SKIN AND SURFACES

machines they push hard against physical
limits in breathtaking competitions. In collaboration with Spanish trial motorcycle manu-

WATER-BASED:
UNICID AQUA DISINFECTANT
MOTOREX UNICID AQUA is a water-based, non-combustible disinfectant. This disinfectant is effective against viruses,
bacteria, spores and yeasts. It is pH-neutral, free of ethanol and VOCs and has no hazardous material classification.
Because it contains no ethanol, MOTOREX UNICID AQUA is excellent not only for traditional disinfectant applications,
but also for disinfecting sensitive surfaces (leather, plastics, etc.) as well as large surfaces in areas subject to fire
safety regulations (such as vehicles, trains, and buildings). UNICID AQUA holds the major approvals (in Switzerland,
Germany, Austria, France, and Sweden) and is the perfect addition to the MOTOREX CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS assortment of disinfectants and sanitation products. Available in 5-l canister, 500-ml pump bottle, and 500-ml spray sizes.

4

facturer GASGAS, MOTOREX has developed
TRIAL GEAR OIL SAE 75W, a transmission fluid
specially tailored for trials bikes. The full synthetic formula with innovative, friction-optimized additives gives an extremely sensitive
clutch response along with outstanding lubricant reliability even under continuous loads.
This makes MOTOREX TRIAL GEAR OIL SAE
75W the perfect choice for trials riders who
© N. Martinez / GasGas Images

demand the best.
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MOTOR OIL

«

With FOCUS QTM from MOTOREX we've
significantly simplified maintenance for
the entire equipment and truck fleet, both
in the shop and on construction sites.
Luis Pinto
shop manager, Orllati SA, Bioley-Orjulaz,
Switzerland

»

A MULTITALENTED WINNER:

MOTOREX FOCUS QTM

«

Innovative MOTOREX FOCUS QTM SAE 10W/30 motor oil simplifies the complex and
laborious maintenance process for mixed fleets of trucks and construction machinery.
With a broad range of applications, the oil meets a large number of manufacturers'
specifications, combining efficiency with economy.

Shop pros know the complex requirements of lubri-

A MULTITALENTED FUEL SAVER

cant management for mixed vehicle fleets. Thanks to

The high-lubricity properties of FOCUS QTM's SAE

MOTOR EX FOCUS QTM SAE 10W/30, current engines

10W/30 formula lower fuel consumption, and with

(TIER 3 and 4, Stage V and EURO 5 and 6) in all manual-

it emissions volumes, by up to 3%. Using a thin SAE

ly operated small machines, construction equipment

10W/30 viscosity in combination with additive pack-

(up to Stage V engines) and utility vehicles (up to EURO 6)

ets developed according to the latest findings with

can be maintained with just a single motor oil.

low-SAPS technology makes FOCUS QTM a multitalented choice for the construction industry. For years

SIMPLER MEANS MORE ECONOMICAL

now both Swiss and international construction and

Using MOTOREX FOCUS QTM in a mixed fleet eliminates

logistics companies have turned to FOCUS QTM. •

FOCUS QTM SAE 10W/30 covers our vehicle fleet perfectly. With just one motor oil we also save time and
space in our routine shop operations.
Markus Odebrink
shop manager, Lastvagnsteknik i Borås AB, Sweden

«

As an independent shop for trucks and construction
and farming equipment, we appreciate how many manufacturer's approvals specifications FOCUS QTM meets.
That gives us and our customers a sense of security and
simplifies inventories.
Gernot Thiel and Stefan Bliem
shop manager and CEO, Reparaturcenter im Lungau,
St. Michael im Lungau, Austria

»

»

the hassle of searching for the ideal lubricant. Offering
good value for money, fuel savings, and simplified maintenance, MOTOREX FOCUS QTM has paid off for eco
nomy-minded organizations for years.

«

We have a very large and very diverse vehicle fleet. With FOCUS QTM SAE 10W/30
we can properly cover a wide range of
standards from all brands. The fleet oil
lives up to its name.
Tom Meier
maintenance depot manager, Marti AG, Bern,
Switzerland
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U
 NIVERSAL FOR ON- AND OFF-ROAD HEAVY DUTY APPLICATIONS
S
 IMPLIFIES MAINTENANCE AND LOGISTICS
O
 UTSTANDING PROTECTION AGAINST WEAR AND OXIDATION
F
 UEL ECONOMY FORMULA SAVES FUEL AND CUTS CO 2 EMISSIONS
L
 ONG-LIFE PROPERTIES EXTEND TIME BETWEEN OIL CHANGES
C
 OMPATIBLE WITH TIER 3 THROUGH 4 FINAL AND STAGE V
S
 UITABLE FOR EURO 5 AND EURO 6 ENGINES
M
 EETS REQUIREMENTS FOR SMALL MOTORIZED DEVICES
G
 ENTLE ON ALL EXHAUST GAS TREATMENT SYSTEMS SUCH AS
PARTICULATE FILTERS
M
 EETS CURRENT SPECIFICATIONS OF LEADING CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT AND UTILITY VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS

»

Information/
specifications
bit.ly/3ehBmYX
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COOLANTS

 ROAD, UP-TO-DATE ASSORTMENT
B
C OMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM PROTECTION
W ITH OFFICIAL MANUFACTURER AUTHORIZATIONS
A LSO AVAILABLE PRE-MIXED

Handy: MOTOREX coolants
are available RTU (ready to
use) in our "X-bottles" with
integrated spout.

MIX WATER QUALITY
When a coolant is diluted from concentrate by the

water). It's worth checking water quality periodically.

user, it's important to pay attention not only to the

The recommended mix water values (VDE standard

mix ratio for the given degree of antifreeze protection,

05-10) are available from your MOTOREX representa-

but also to the quality of the mix water. MOTOREX

tive. All COOLANTS are also available pre-mixed and

COOLANTS can be mixed with tap water (drinking

ready-to-use.

water) or deionized water (desalinated or demineralized

NEW CHALLENGES FOR

COOLANTS

OVERVIEW OF MOTOREX COOLANTS
PRODUCT

Vehicle manufacturers are coping with ever-stricter emissions regulations by using
innovative technology. Heat management in the engine compartment is an increasingly vital factor. The trend towards "hot"-running, small-displacement combustion
engines continues. The cooling system, and with it the coolant, plays a key role.
MOTOREX COOLANTS guarantee long-lasting reliability and comprehensive system
protection for every cooling system.
With clever techniques and cutting-edge engineering,

MANUFACTURERS' SPECIFICATIONS

vehicle manufacturers determine precise optimum

So that the required cooling performance can be

heat budget parameters for each given type of engine.

achieved optimally and durably, the manufacturers'
specifications for coolants must be strictly observed.

COLOR TECHNOLOGY

TYPES

SPECIFICATIONS (not exhaustive)*

COOLANT M3.0

OAT

Concentrate / RTU

MB 325.3; MAN 324 SNF; VW G12+

COOLANT M3.1

OAT

Concentrate / RTU

S+P: Renault (Truck), Volvo (Truck), CNH,
Fendt, John Deere, Claas

OAT + MoS2

Concentrate / RTU

S+P: PSA-Group

Si-OAT

Concentrate / RTU

MB 325.5, 325.6; MAN 324 Si-OAT;
VW G12++

PSi-OAT

Concentrate / RTU

S+P: VW G12 EVO / G65 (VW TL 774-L)

Si-HOAT

Concentrate / RTU

S+P: MB 325.0 / MAN 324 NF, Volvo (Car), Tesla

NEW COOLANT M3.3

COOLANT M4.0
NEW COOLANT M4.5

COOLANT M5.0

OAT = organic acid technology, silicate-free | OAT + MoS2 = organic acid technology with molybdenum sulfide, silicate-free |
Si-OAT = silicate organic acid technology, contains silicate | PSi-OAT = phosphate silicate – organic acid technology, contains
silicate and phosphate | Si-HOAT = silicate hybrid organic acid technology, contains silicate | Concentrate = mixable by user |
RTU = Ready-to-use/pre-mixed with standardized water according to VDE standard 05-10/antifreeze protection to –38° C

HOTTER AND HOTTER

The MOTOREX OIL FINDER is a handy guide for assess-

In broad terms, exhaust gas treatment technologies

ing the correct choice of coolant. It contains all the

(SCR, EGR, etc.), along with other approaches such as

vehicle-specific data and information on the various

REMEMBER

hybridization, have led to higher engine operating

operating fluids.

Higher thermal loads mean more is expected from your coolant. Changing coolant can be a hassle, and there's a

temperatures. A good example is what are known as

tendency to put it off. Always observe the following rules:

two-phase cooling systems. Using electronically controlled coolant circuits, thermal conditions are con-

• Change coolant regularly*

trolled separately at the cylinder head (phase 1) and

• Use only coolants that meet the
manufacturer's requirements

the engine block (phase 2). The aim is to optimize consumption and emissions under all engine operating
conditions. All this gives the cooling system a key role
in a modern engine.

8

OIL FINDER
Vehicle-specific coolant information
bit.ly/3uulTuc

• T he same color doesn't necessarily mean
an equivalent product/technology
• Check the coolant's material compatibility

• Never mix coolant types
See your MOTOREX representative for more information. •
MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 120
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REPORT

A passionate collector and restorer of MZ motorcycles: former motocross rider Michael Raschemann.

MZ – A TALE OF FAST
GERMAN MOTORBIKES
The story of motorcycle manufacturer Motorradwerke Zschopau (MZ) was eventful to say
the least — but even in difficult circumstances and under the watchful eyes of the Soviet
occupation force, by 1948 motor sports were beginning to recover. Later, in GDR days, the
authorities came to realize that racing triumphs could be useful both politically and for
driving development. What remains today is countless on- and offroad victories and the
fascination of the fast racers from the East. Michael Raschemann is especially drawn to
MZ racing bikes, which the former KTM motocross team owner collects and restores with
great passion.
SUPERLATIVE MACHINES
When the unmistakable resonance muffler roars and

itor, but his collection includes street

the distinctive scent of combustion fumes from days

racers as well. After all, the racing career

gone by fills the air, the only thing still needed to

of the brand from the Ore Mountains of Saxony began

transport Michael Raschemann to seventh motorcycle

with road machines. The collector presents his super-

heaven is the MZ logo on the tank. Offroad bikes are a

lative machines exclusively for MOTOREX Magazine.

Fast: Ewald Kluge's supercharged DKW in
the racing trim of the 1930s.

You could tell a DKW for the unmistakable
muffler roar.

The supercharger (red) provides a power
boost by increasing the charge volume and
pressure in the dual-piston two-stroke
engine.

THE OLDEST
Obviously the DKW is not an MZ, but the roots of the manufacturer's
fervent commitment to motor sports date back to DKW. DKW and
later MZ were stubbornly committed to the power of the two-stroke
engine. In the mid-1930s DKW developed a supercharged dual-
piston engine. A third, horizontal pumping piston provided more
negative pressure for intake and positive pressure for compression, forcing substantially more fuel-air mixture into the combustion
chamber. And DKW leapt ahead of the competition. Since sound

muffling was not required, the open megaphone exhaust pipes
thundered across the track. Only a few supercharged DKWs were
ever built, and even fewer have survived to the present. The 250
supercharger shown here was originally preserved only in pieces.
In the 1930s Walfried Winkler and Ewald Kluge were the speedy
masters of Europe's racetracks on supercharged bikes like this one.

ENGINE	
1-cylinder, dual-piston two-stroke, 248 cc, 20 hp at 5000 RPM, water-
cooled, with supercharger. 2 Amal racing carburetors, magneto ignition

Some 50 different
two-stroke engines are
said to have been
developed at MZ (all
brands), most with disk
valve or membrane
intake systems.

TRANSMISSION 4-speed, multi-plate dog clutch in oil bath
SUSPENSION

Girder fork with friction dampers (f.) and swingarm suspension (r.)

TOP SPEED

approx. 120 kph

WEIGHT

130 kg

MZ IN RETROSPECT

particular obsession for the former motocross compet-

The name MZ stands for Motorradwerk
Zschopau (Zschopau Motorcycle Works)
and was introduced in 1956. MZ is the
successor to DKW. The company originated in a machine factory purchased in
1906 from the Dane Jörgen Skafte Rasmussen. It was located in the midst of
the Ore Mountains in Saxony, Germany.

10
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Motorcycle production at DKW began in
1922 (photo: part of the plant in 1932).
Assembly line manufacturing was an
absolute novelty. By order of the Soviet
occupying forces, the production facilities were dismantled after World War II
and shipped to the Soviet Union. MZ would
later build motorcycles in these halls.
© Brück & Sohn Kunstverlag

For economic reasons, motorbikes
in East Germany were powered by
two-stroke engines. Once production resumed at the plant in Zschopau, then in the German Democratic
Republic, the MZ RT 125 became
one of the highest-volume German
motorcycles and was exported
worldwide. It is also the most often
copied motorcycle in the world!

© René Zapf
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REPORT CONTINUED

The 2 cylinders are arranged in a tandem
configuration (one behind the other).

The extremely narrow silhouette was
highly advantageous in racing.

Rider Günter Bartusch in his element,
around 1970.

Dual disk brake on West German Kuma
cast wheel with British Lockheed calipers.

A Mikuni carburetor with rotary valve
intake control supplies each cylinder,
open dry clutch.

THE LIGHTEST

THE FASTEST

A rule change in the FIM sub-125 cc class in 1967 set the maximum
number of cylinders to two and the total number of gears to 6. MZ
sensed a Grand Prix comeback. The Tandem had two crankshafts
and cylinders arranged one behind the other in the direction of
travel (hence the name Tandem), resulting in an incredibly narrow design. Again MZ turned to the tried-and-true rotary disk valve
for intake control. Both carburetors are at the right of the engine
when facing forwards. The Kröber ignition on the Tandem is at
the left, where the two ignition magnetos had been on older engines. Only four MZ Tandems were ever built, two each in 1969
and 1970. At international events the Tandem was usually ridden
by Günter Bartusch. His final and most successful race on the difficult to control MZ was the Grand Prix run on the Isle of Man in
1970. Although the narrow usable RPM band was not ideal for the
hilly circuit, Bartusch took third place. Alas, Günter Bartusch's
injuries meant the Tandem would have no further opportunities
to unfold its potential.

One of the last and best-known MZ RZ 250s bore the starting number 5 and was ridden by Bernd Dörffeldt. Its image adorned many a
postcard in East Germany — not only were bike and rider fast and
successful abroad, but the last racing MZ, with over 65 horsepower
at 11,500 RPM, also boasted a very modern design. Together with
a horizontal central rear strut, cast wheels and three disk brakes,

© Archiv-freiepresse.de
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MZ in racing: In 1958 MZ began
road racing in the under-250 cc
class, winning several world
second-place trophies but never managing to bring home a
world championship. The photo
shows two-time East German
champion Heinz Rosner.

© Bundesar chiv, F.
– wikipedia.or g

Gahlbeck

Whether in a two-stroke
engine or on the chain,
Michael Raschemann's team
has preferred MOTOREX
products since adopting
them for the Kalli motocross
team from 2008 to 2014.

ENGINE
ENGINE	
2-cylinder, two-stroke, tandem design, 124 cc, 32 hp at 13,000 RPM,
water-cooled. 2 Mikuni racing carburetors, 2 rotary disk intake valves,
contactless Kröber ignition

this MZ for the first time featured a full fairing including the fiberglass tank. After over 30 years as a "sleeping beauty" stashed away
in a chicken coop in Saxony, the MZ 2019 found its way into the collection. Fully restored, it now awaits its first ride.

2 -cylinder, two-stroke, in-line, 247 cc, 65 hp at 11,500 RPM,
water-cooled. 2 Mikuni racing carburetors, 2 rotary disk intake
valves, contactless Kröber ignition

Originally trained as
a gear cutter, Bernd
Grunert has been
tinkering with two-wheelers for over 40 years.
Together with colleague
Andreas Durna, he loves
working on the bikes in the
Raschemann collection.

TRANSMISSION 6-speed, dry multi-plate dog clutch

TRANSMISSION 6-speed, dry multi-plate dog clutch
SUSPENSION

MZ telescopic fork (f.) and swingarm suspension (r.)

SUSPENSION	
MZ telescopic fork (f.) and swingarm suspension with cantilever
central strut (r.)

TOP SPEED

approx. 200 kph

TOP SPEED

approx. 250 kph

WEIGHT

90 kg

WEIGHT

98 kg

Swedish high school students help build an MZ ES 150
during a language study program in Zschopau in 1964.
This model was a common
sight in East Germany, used
by everyone from mail carriers to whole families.

Bernd Dörffeldt on the RZ 250,
very modern for 1976.

With 19 hp and a top speed
of 120 kph, the MZ ETS 250
with long-range fuel tank
and telescopic fork was
"the" dream machine in the
East from 1969 onward.

Four-stroke debut after the
fall of the Wall. In 1990 MZ
began installing one-cylinder Rotax engines from Austria. Here is a rare Silver Star
500 with Velorex sidecar and
enclosed drive chain.

Assembly stations for the
MuZ Skorpion Sport model,
1994. The new production
method enabled flexible
custom-tailored production.

The onetime simple engineering brand reinvented
itself with the MZ 1000S:
in terms of design, performance, and riding dynamics, the 2004 top-of-theline model was world-class.
© René Zapf

© René Zapf

© Werk - René Zapf

© René Zapf
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REPORT CONTINUED

Zschopau's
winners
(with video)
bit.ly/3xknHrQ

Where's the speedometer?

A masterpiece for offroad: the high-quality
spring-shock system.

On the brawny MZ GS 505, Manfred Jäger
left higher-displacement bikes in his class
behind in the dust.

THE BRAWNIEST
Jäger was the only racer to ride the powerful MZ Geländesport in
the 500–750 cc class in the 1980s. Manfred began competing in the
Six Days (a grueling international offroad race) in this size class in
1977. The 505 cc one-cylinder engine has a piston diameter of over
92 mm. A real steam hammer. It starts with a hearty, determined
kick, continues with intense power development, and ends with the
challenge of throttling back the engine in time for the next curve.
The latter was a real problem for spinning down the heavy crank

Dual Bilstein shocks (r.) ensured that
a stage could still be completed even if
one shock broke.

Harald Sturm (also known as "Wild
Harald") rides from victory to victory.

THE WORLD CHAMP
shaft. In response the designers built a petcock into the cylinder
head to reduce combustion pressure. Peculiar but effective. This
1978 505 is the successful European Championship machine. Only
six of the 505 series were ever built.

The East German team's most successful Six Days result in Poland,
1987: world champions in the Trophy, Junior and Club team rankings. As multiple European and East German champion, Harald
Sturm is the team captain — everything had to be just so in 1987.
After many conversations with Harald Sturm, Michael Raschemann
managed to convince him that his now complete collection of 1987
MZ and Simson bikes is the perfect place for his MZ.

ENGINE

Faithful companion:
shop dog Mike has been
assisting Bernd the
mechanic for years and
performs guard duty.

Characteristic: the pneumatic exhaust
power valve system located above the
manifold and the kick starter.

ENGINE	
1-cylinder, two-stroke, 505 cc, 48 hp at 7100 RPM, air-cooled.
1 BVF racing carburetor, intake control via secondary flow membrane,
electronic magneto ignition
TRANSMISSION 5-speed, dry multi-plate dog clutch

1 -cylinder, two-stroke, 248 cc, 45 hp at 8200 RPM, air-cooled.
1 BVF racing carburetor, intake control via main flow membrane,
pneumatic exhaust power valve system, contactless T-clip ignition

TRANSMISSION 6-speed, dry multi-plate dog clutch

SUSPENSION

MZ telescopic fork (f.) and 2 gas-charged shocks (r.)

SUSPENSION	
MZ telescopic fork (f.) and central shock system with 2 gas-charged
shock absorbers (r.)

WEIGHT

110 kg

WEIGHT

108 kg

Harald Sturm (left, multiple European and East German champion)
and Michael Raschemann with Barkas B 1000 van and MZ GT 250
in front of the former MZ production plant in Zschopau.

REUNIFICATION SPELLS THE END
The fall of the Berlin Wall in the autumn of 1989, to-

From today's perspective, it is remarkable how motor-

gether with German reunification in October 1990,

cycle builders from the East were able to make racing

brought confusion to MZ and its racing department.

and engineering history under the most difficult cir-

Top riders were jumping at tempting opportunities to

cumstances. The motorcycles from Zschopau are histo-

hand-signed by René Zapf

To take part:
motorex.com/de-ch/raetsel/

earn money in the "new Germany." The outlook for MZ

ry, but the fascination of MZ lives on. •

and Harald Sturm!

Closing date: July 31, 2021

subordinate role in the newly founded MZ GmbH.

CONTEST
Win one of 10 books
(in German language)
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was gloomy. Offroad motorcycle racing played only a
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For more
information
on the brand
bit.ly/3gFbmsf
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Following a baseline analysis by MOTOREX experts,

of its production using cutting tools. By taking a holistic

a machine was filled with MOTOREX SWISSCOOL

view, MOTOREX was able to supply not just a perfectly

MAGNUM UX 550 machining fluid for testing. Good

suited product, but a complete solution with value-

machining results and a high degree of human safety

added building blocks such as consultation and services

convinced the company to switch to MOTOREX for all

(lab analysis, MOTOREX PMO, remote diagnostics, etc.).

MOTOREX SWISSCOOL MAGNUM UX 550
WATER-MISCIBLE HIGH-PERFORMANCE COOLANT
HIGH OPERATOR AND SKIN COMPATIBILITY
NO NOXIOUS ODORS
OUTSTANDING CUTTING PERFORMANCE
GOOD DRAINAGE CAPACITY
OUTSTANDING PROTECTION AGAINST CORROSION
LONG-LASTING BIOSTABILITY
MEETS CURRENT LEGAL REQUIREMENTS (TRGS 611)

LINDNER HITS THE MARK
Lindner has been successfully building tractors for over 70 years. With innovative technologies like the first stepless standard tractor with four-wheel steering and a broad
palette of mechatronic features, the Austrian family business never fails to impress.
And the focus is always on people, whether it's at the steering wheel or in the factory.
While searching for a machining fluid that was exceptionally safe to use, Lindner
ran across MOTOREX and hit the bullseye with SWISSCOOL MAGNUM UX 550.
Wien
Salzburg

KUNDL

Graz
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It's not just the employees who are impressed by
MOTOREX SWISSCOOL MAGNUM UX 550's human safety.

Lindner's series production program manufactures
1200 Lintrac, Geotrac and Unitrac vehicles per year.

Lindner tractors, transporters and municipal vehicles

ting tools on modern multiaxis machining centers is

ALWAYS INNOVATIVE

GEOTRAC SUPERCUP

are always ready for deployment in either rural or pop-

an important part of the in-house production process.

Part of the company's corporate philosophy has always

Young or old, Lindner brings together fans and fans-to-

ulated areas. Thus sustainability is a priority in many

The steerable rear axle of the Lintrac is made at the

been to develop innovations that help customers in

be with a wide range of activities. It all started 20 years

ways, including in the production process. Lindner

plant in Kundl, and the transmission housing for the

their daily work. In 2014 Lindner introduced the Lin-

ago with the Lindner Geotrac Supercup, in which

tractors are built to last.

Unitrac is likewise machined in-house. In the process,

trac, the first stepless tractor on the market. Today

teams from the alpine countries of Austria, Germany,

employees sometimes come in contact with machin-

Lindner uses stepless transmissions in 70% of its new

and Switzerland competed on Geotracs on an obstacle

SEEKING ALTERNATIVES

ing fluid from the machines. Because the previously

tractors and transporters. With its TracLink system,

course. With its Farming Simulator, Lindner has also

With the exception of the engines and a few compo-

used fluid did not meet all requirements, Lindner

Lindner makes its Lintracs and Unitracs some of the

staked a claim in the virtual world since 2019. The

nent assemblies, Lindner engineers and produces its

looked for alternatives and found them at MOTOREX.

most intelligent machines in their class, from a digital

virtual Supercup celebrated its debut in 2021. Lindner's

vehicles and equipment entirely at its own factories in

trip log through automatic attachment recognition to

success story goes on. •

Kundl in Tyrol, Austria. Precision machining with cut-

precision steering.
MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 120
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PARTNER

Hadrian Lubri Care GmbH's customers hail from almost all sectors where hydraulic oils or lubricants are used. From
the highest mountain railway to the deepest mine and everything in between, including municipalities, every sector of
industry, construction and forestry companies, agricultural equipment, shops and service providers.

From an economic perspective, does it pay to use an

clock, but according to its chemical state. At the same

ECOSYNT HEES product?

time you also get information on the condition of the

If you take the environmental factor into account,

machine in terms of wear. The information value of a

along with other advantages like ECOSYNT HEES's

plain oil change is equal to zero.

long-lasting stability, I'd say the answer to your quesIf a customer wants, can they also have their machine

tion is yes.

filled with a MOTOREX hydraulic oil by you at the OEM?
Hadrian Lubri Care GmbH, Passau. Left to right: Monika Hadrian (administration), Gerhard Hadrian (owner), and Gabriela Hadrian (marketing/sales).

OIL DISTRIBUTOR G. HADRIAN, PASSAU (GERMANY):

“MOTOREX HAS THAT CERTAIN
SOMETHING EXTRA”
For over 25 years MOTOREX has offered a broad range of top-quality hydraulic fluids.
From a channel partner's perspective, the innovative, readily biodegradable MOTOREX
ECOSYNT fluids are especially attractive, combining many advantages with a strong
commitment to sustainability for people, equipment, and the environment. MOTOREX
Magazine spoke with Gerhard Hadrian, distributor for Bavaria, Germany to learn how
his customers benefit from the green power of MOTOREX ECOSYNT hydraulic fluids.
Hamburg
Berlin
Köln

PASSAU

München

hadrian-lubri-care.de
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Mr. Hadrian, can you tell us a little about your

Since the start of this year you've distributed MOTOREX

business model?

hydraulic fluids exclusively in Bavaria, Germany.

For 27 years we've specialized in distribution of biode-

MOTOREX has a very good image as a quality supplier.

gradable oils and lubricants and related services (oil

With a broad range of hydraulic oils, we can meet the par-

changes). Pairing these oils with fine filtration technol-

ticular needs of each of our customers, whether it's the

ogy brings distinct ecological and economic benefits for

more popular mineral hydraulic oils or premium products

the customer. Together, the combination of MOTOREX

like ECOSYNT HEES BE made partially with renewable

fluids with Ecofil Feinfiltertechnik products has a

raw materials. There's also demand for the new ECOSYNT

unique appeal.

HEPR, based on mineral PAOs (polyalphaolefines).

You also offer equipment for maintenance to extend

This is possible for very many OEMs. A lot of them have

the service life of hydraulic fluids. How does that work?

authorized our products. As a rule, the manufacturers

The customer can achieve a significantly longer service

dictate the specifications and standards, which MOTOREX

life while protecting the machinery by following the

then complies with in its product range.

full strategy, i.e. by using our quality lubricants coupled
with fine filtration technology. Fine filtration of oil can

Why should a distributor work with MOTOREX?

remove water and dirt down to 1 µm in size under

I've been in the oil and equipment business for a very

normal operating conditions. The result is significantly

long time, and I have to say that I love the integrity, the

lower wear and fewer potential malfunctions and

technical know-how and the expertise I see when

equipment failures.

working with MOTOREX. MOTOREX has that certain
something extra.

Are services like laboratory analysis and consultation
from MOTOREX's technical service important to you

Thank you very much for this interesting interview. •

and your customers?
They're extremely important. What they accomplish is,
first of all, that you're no longer just changing oil by the

Having a strategy and applying fine filtration of
hydraulic oils on-site can have a positive impact on
fluid service life.
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Lab analysis can tell you whether it's safe to keep using
a fluid or if it's time for maintenance or an oil change.
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HYDRAULICS

4
2

Fredrik Paridon of KGT Entreprenad AB, Åhus, Sweden is in charge of earthmoving work at the BT Kemi remediation project as a
subcontractor of Geoserve AB. We joined him at the decontamination site.

View of the heating 2 and extraction 4 pipes in the in-situ installation. After
about seven months, the soil will have been decontaminated.

BT KEMI SOIL REMEDIATION, TECKOMATORP (SWEDEN)

THE IN-SITU REMEDIATION PROCESS

ECOSYNT HEES HELPS CLEAN UP

Remediation of environmental contamination is a major technical and financial
challenge. In Teckomatorp in southwestern Sweden, afflicted locals and the authorities
have been fighting for professional decontamination of an illegal toxic waste dump
at the former BT Kemi herbicide plant since 1975. Today the polluted site is being
cleaned according to the highest standards. That commitment includes using readily
biodegradable hydraulic oil in the construction equipment.

Skellefteå

Stockholm
Göteborg

TECKOMATORP
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MOTOREX ECOSYNT HEES exceeds the high required
standards and delivers solid performance.

MPE SYSTEM
DEPTH
(METERS)

The technology behind thermal in situ

1
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2

4

6

2

4
5

5
6
7

1

1

Spontium that keeps water out

2

Heating pipes

3

Treatment area

4

Vertical extraction wells

5

Temperature meter

6

Horizontal extraction wells

7

Insulating foam concrete layer

MPE SYSTEM Treatment plant for the
evaporated and collected pollutants

3

The past year brought good news for the community of

soil to roughly 300 °C, the pollutants – volatile chlorin-

MOTOREX ECOSYNT HEES in its equipment for some

BIO EMERGING AS STANDARD

Svalövs: After several piecemeal attempts to decon-

ated hydrocarbons – can be driven out of the ground

time now — a key factor in their winning the contract.

The requirement of using a readily biodegradable hy-

taminate the 45-hectare site surrounding the former

via extraction wells. The vaporized contaminants are

BT Kemi plant, stage two of south-end cleanup works

then collected and treated aboveground. Because con-

MOTOREX ECOSYNT HEES

ECOSYNT HEES is testimony to a high degree of respon-

began in mid-2020. Promising innovative technology

ditions at the site make it impossible to carry out in-si-

Systematic cleaning of some 100,000 t and re-layering

sibility. An overall sustainability perspective not only

is being used in the project.

tu thermal treatment everywhere, certain sectors are

of another 35,000 t of earth is a big challenge for both

boosts the cleanup program's credibility, it also fur-

being excavated and the soil treated elsewhere.

crews and equipment. Especially for the hydraulic

thers the aim of leaving absolutely no traces behind in

THERMAL DECONTAMINATION

instagram.com/btkemi/

svalov.se

draulic oil (the OECD 301 B standard) like MOTOREX

systems, which operate for up to ten hours a day at

Geoserve AB, together with Canadian partner McMillan

EXPERIENCE WANTED

pressures of over 300 bar, delivering finely calibrated,

McGee Corp., has set up an in-situ (on location) thermal

Geoserve AB hired subcontractor KGT Entreprenad AB

wear-free top performance. MOTOREX ECOSYNT HEES,

system specially designed for the local contamination

from Åhus for the earthmoving work. The company

based on saturated ester fluids made in part from re-

and soil conditions. In simple terms, heatable pipes up

has both the necessary range of equipment (excava-

newable raw materials, exceeds the biodegradability

to seven meters long are driven into the contaminated

tors, wheel loaders, bulldozers, trucks, cranes, etc.) and

specifications of the OECD 301 B standard (minimum

soil and sealed within an insulating foam and concrete

staff with plenty of experience in handling contaminat-

degradation > 60 % over 28 days). A perfectly tuned

cap. Next the pipes are electrically heated to a temper-

ed soil. Employees are rigorously trained and equipped

zinc-free additive package guarantees maximum lu-

ature of up to 800 °C for seven months. The budget for

with high-quality protective gear. The project rules

bricant reliability over a broad temperature range and

electric power alone came to ten million Swedish kro-

also require readily biodegradable hydraulic oil. KGT

a long service life.

na (over a million Swiss francs or euros)! By heating the

Entreprenad has been using readily biodegradable
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the natural environment. •

FACTS AND FIGURES
Company

KGT Entreprenad AG

Headquarters

Åhus

Established

2006

Employees

10

Internet

kgtentreprenad.se
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POWERSPORTS

THE BIKE

KTM RC4R 250
Identical equipment ensures equal chances:
NTC competitors all ride “standard” KTM
motorcycles. The KTM weighs only 92 kg; its
250 cc one-cylinder four-stroke engine puts
out a hefty 34 hp. A five-speed transmission
with a multi-plate clutch carries that power
to the ground. The motorcycles are purchased by the teams and include a bundle
of spare parts.

PROMOTING YOUNG MOTOGP™ TALENT

NORTHERN
TALENT CUP

The Northern Talent Cup (NTC), established last year by Dorna, the ADAC and KTM,
drew an enthusiastic response despite the difficult circumstances in which it was held.
This year marks the second round of promoting hopeful racing talent between the
ages of 12 and 17. MOTOREX has been there from the start – because wherever young
people aim for top performance, dependable partners and race-tested lubricant
technology are in high demand. Since all NTC competitors use the same equipment
and supplies, the focus is on riding talent and racing strategy. Racers compete on bikes
from MOTOREX collaborator KTM.

THE PROGRAM

THE LUBRICANT
TECHNOLOGY

MOTOGP™

The program for the year consists of a test
weekend and seven races (double rounds) during the run-up to the FIM MotoGP™ race on
thrilling GP circuits such as Oschersleben,
Lausitzring, and Sachsenring in Germany, Le
Mans in France, Kymiring in Finland, Assen in
the Netherlands, and the Red Bull Ring in Spielberg, Austria. The NTC partners provide the
racecourse, boxes, hospitality, and much more.

MOTOREX
KTM fills both its production motorcycles
and its NTC racing bikes with lubricants
and service fluids from MOTOREX. As a result the company not only obtains complex
data under the toughest racing conditions,
but also demonstrates the importance of
lubricants for success on the track to the
team members while they’re still young.
MOTOREX provides each team with a package of products and welcome materials.

See the race calendar
northerntalentcup.com/calendar

THE GOAL

THE CONCEPT

PROMOTING YOUNG TALENT

A PRO CAREER

The goal of the NTC is to give up-and-coming racing talent between the ages
of 12 and 17 from northern, central, and eastern European countries the
opportunity to become professional MotoGP™ riders through talent and hard
training. This year 24 young riders in teams from ten nations will compete in
races during the run-up to the FIM MotoGP™ World Championship, the IDM,
and the Speedweek Oschersleben. Two additional wild cards are awarded
for each race. The NTC provides high-quality training and racing even for
teams with small budgets.

Dorna is responsible for holding and marketing the MotoGP™
and Superbike World Championships worldwide. Various
development programs have been established to secure the
future of the street motorcycle racing scene by supporting
young talent. Under the “Road to GP” concept, successful
NTC riders are fast-tracked for the FIM CEV Repsol and/or
the Red Bull MotoGP Rookies Cup. Throughout a full season,
under the guidance of experienced riding coaches, participants learn, train, and breathe the racing air under authentic
conditions. •

Current information
on the NTC
northerntalentcup.com
All pictures © NTC
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PRACTICE

DRIVE
© vfv-wien.at

Artfully decorated "Heerenbüchse" rifle (hunting/sport),
6.5 caliber × 57R from
Wüthrich.

 LEANS, LUBRICATES, PRESERVES
C
ALSO WORKS ON LEATHER AND WOOD
P ROTECTS AGAINST CORROSION

ALL-AROUND PERFECT SHOT
Whether it's a sporting or hunting weapon or a collector's piece, it takes regular care to
keep a firearm working properly and preserve its value. Weapon auctioneer Peter Länger
of Spannberg, Austria explains what to keep in mind when caring for a gun.
Peter Länger is the owner of Gun Garage Austria. His

ibility with various metals and materials plays an im-

company specializes in auctions of collectible, hunting,

portant role. MOTOREX GUN CARE can also be used to

and sporting weapons. The auctions are held online.

treat elaborately decorated wooden parts. Leather com-

Before each auction, pieces are inspected, prepared,

ponents such as holsters and rifle straps regain their

and photographed.

suppleness, gleam with a new shine, and have a pleasant scent after treatment. •

"MOTOREX GUN CARE (300 ml) is
acid-free and suitable for all-around care of
all weapons. The refillable, easily portable
mini-can (56 ml) is especially practical."

NOT JUST FOR "WHITE MICE"
Lifelong learning pays off — even on a motorcycle. Words to live by for VFV Wien,
the Association for Promotion of Traffic Safety in Vienna, which offers free motorcycle
safety training for bikers. Vienna State Traffic Patrol officers with special motorcycle
training, also known as "white mice," serve as instructors on a volunteer basis.
The popular initiative has met with lively interest

medium-speed braking, stabilization training for slow

among bikers of all ages and abilities. Participants can

movement in city traffic, handling in emergency situa-

join various motorcycle classes (basic, advanced, re-

tions, and more.

fresher/beginner, off-road) at the same facility where
motorcycle police officers train for special operations.

HIGHLY POPULAR CLASSES

werden.

Everyone is guaranteed to have learned something by
the end of the class. And those who choose to (as most

"A regularly maintained, well-cared-for motorcycle
along with tested and complete protective gear is vital."
Michael Takacs, Vice President, VFV-Wien

do) can make a donation to the association as a token of
their satisfaction. Along with lower accident rates
from what participants learn, what the traffic police,
always in the public eye, gain in sympathy can't be expressed in numbers. •

FOR MORE SAFETY
The main objective, naturally, is to promote proper riding practices in traffic — how to recognize and assess
hazards and respond appropriately. Along with theory

Peter Länger BA

such as visual awareness and fundamentals of curve
handling, VFV also offers all-important practice in rid-

ONE FOR ALL

ing the obstacle course (slalom, circle, figure-eight),

For a better view in traffic:
Helmet care with MOTOREX
HELMET CARE and
easy-to-carry VISO CLEAN
visor cleaning cloths.

When preparing the pieces, Peter Länger turns to
MOTOREX GUN CARE firearm care spray. He particularly appreciates its versatility of application. Used
properly, GUN CARE leaves no oil droplets in the barrel, eliminating the need for an "oil shot." The penetrating fluid loosens old, seized-up parts and removes
sticky residues of old oils, powder, or smoke. Compat-
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It would have been just the
thing for James Bond in 1900:
pocket pistol, Walther model 3,
7.65-caliber Browning. A rarity
as only 3500 were made.

vfv-wien.at
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BOX

CHOCOREX

Joy of Switzerland

GET DRESSED
with MOTOREX LIFESTYLE COLLECTION

CHOCOREX
BRINGS JOY
INSERAT
WORKWEAR, WIRD VON MOTOREX GELIEFERT

To spread a little holiday cheer, MOTOREX sent customers
a Christmas gift of original chocolate kisses. CHOCOREX, Joy of Switzerland, was intended as a token of
festive spirit in difficult times. In a sophisticated logistical
effort, over 16,000 delicious chocolate kisses were
shipped worldwide. On the lovingly designed 24-piece
box, CHOCOREX details benefits of these chocolate
kisses with playful allusions to MOTOREX lubricants. For
example, CHOCOREX is effective for difficult cold starts
in the morning, has excellent lubricant properties on
tongue and palate, and is made from the finest
Swiss ingredients. The candies are biodegradable and
perfectly miscible with hot beverages. No wonder the
delightful idea brought a smile to the face of young and
old alike.

OTTOREX

The solution to the puzzle in the previous MOTOREX Magazine 119 was:
MOTOREX ECOSYNT
The winners were:
•	Louis Brügger, Brügger Hans, 3713 Reichenbach
• Jasmin Schürch, X-TRA MOTOS Aeschlimann, 6170 Schüpfheim
•	Philippe Sulliger, Léman Marine Sàrl, 1123 Aclens
• Fabian Brülhart, 1713 St. Antoni
• Oliver Iten, Imech AG, 6315 Oberägeri

HYBRID JACKET

T-SHIRT EMBOSSED

Women & Men

Women & Men

With this warming MOTOREX Lifestyle

With this embossed t-shirt you can make

hybrid jacket, you are perfectly

a fashion statement and show that you

equipped on cooler days. The warm,

are a MOTOREX enthusiast. The short-sleeved

breathable jacket is decorated with a

t-shirt with round neck is decorated at the

MOTOREX logo on the chest. The hood

front with a discreetly large, tone-in-tone

with chin protection and the practical

3D MOTOREX retro logo. The soft material

side pockets keep your head and hands

made of cotton and polyester make it the

warm when the temperatures drop.

perfect companion for every day.

Article no: Women: S 451971, M 451972,

Article no: Women: S 451981, M 451982,

L 451973, XL 451974, XXL 452229,

L 451983, XL 451984, Men: S 451985,

Men: S 451975, M 451976, L 451977,

M 451986, L 451987, XL 451988, XXL 451989

XL 451978, XXL 451979, XXXL 452230
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Order these articles exclusively through your importer.

MEASURING

SCANNING

EVALUATING

NO2
dH

EASYMONITORING
MOBILE MEASUREMENT OF WATER-MISCIBLE COOLANTS

With MOTOREX EASY MONITORING you can obtain a precise digital image
of water-miscible coolants and water-based solutions. All the main coolant
parameters are recorded with the EASY MONITORING APP and the EASY
MONITORING BOX, and can thus be saved for other uses. Analysis is in real
time, enabling you to identify deviations and rectify them promptly. Thanks
to easy implementation into existing CRM systems and coolant portals, the
mobile SWISSCARE solution is a cost-effective gateway to the automation of
coolant maintenance in the metalworking industry. We will gladly advise you!

The easy-to-carry EASY MONITORING
BOX can be equipped according to
customers’ specific needs.
The full kit comprises:
1 soft case box
50 test strips for water
100	test strips for coolants
	1 digital refractometer (optional)
	1 handheld refractometer (optional)
	1 EASY MONITORING scale

MOTOREX AG
Bern-Zürich-Strasse 31
4901 Langenthal, Switzerland
ORDER HERE

DOWNLOAD APP

LINKEDIN INDUSTRY

www.motorex.com

